Innofactor
Azure Starter Pack

INTRODUCTION
INNOFACTOR AZURE STARTER PACK
Do you plan to start your Cloud Journey but don’t know
how and where? Or maybe you already started, but feel
like you’ve lost control and need to sort it out before it
gets all out-of-hands? Then the Innofactor Azure Starter
Pack is the solution that you’re looking for!
Combining all our Azure hands-on experiences with
Microsoft and industry best practices, we’ve created a
secure, modern and robust Azure Landing Zone that is
future-proof and scalable. By delivering this together with
workshops, handover and a plan for the future, you get the
best possible condition to succeed with your Cloud
Journey!
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OVERVIEW | WHAT’S INCLUDED IN THIS STARTER PACK

Envisioning day

Implementing Azure Landing Zone
Handover of Azure Landing Zone
Migration planning & next steps
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AZURE STARTER PACK | ENVISIONING DAY
We spend a day together to discuss the Microsoft Cloud, the Innofactor Azure Landing Zone and how to
customize it to your specific needs. To ensure a successful project, its important that all stakeholders participate
in this Envisioning Day.
09:00

16:00

INTRO & ENVISIONING
•
•

Introduction
Envisioning the Microsoft
Cloud

AZURE LANDING ZONE

P
A
U
S
E

•
•

Azure Landing Zone
presentation
CAF - Cloud Adoption
Framework
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•
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•

Evaluate the current situation
Challenges and needs in your
organization
Organization maturity for the
Cloud

60 min

15 min
75 min

WORKSHOP - PART 1

WORKSHOP - PART 2

P
A
U
S
E

•
•
•

Define scope
Define Landing Zone
Discuss first Azure workload

NEXT STEPS
•

Implementation
of Innofactor
Azure Landing
Zone

15 min

90 min

90 min

4

75 min

Innofactor
implementation

AZURE STARTER PACK | IMPLEMENTING AZURE LANDING ZONE
Innofactor Azure Landing Zone is the combined result of working closely together with Microsoft and
customers in many Azure projects of all kind of types and sizes. Taking our experiences from the field and
combining them with the Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework and industry best practices, we’ve created the
ideal Azure Landing Zone for any company. One could call it a “virtual data center”.
Hub & Spoke design
• Hub created and configured
• Base spokes created and configured
• Enables the creation of any number of spokes

Built around Infrastructure as Code
• Modern and scalable
• Minimizes human errors
• Enable DevOps way of working

Secure
• Designed with security in mind
• Role based access control
• Multi-leveled security

Governance
• Given naming standards
• Audited and monitored
• Pre-configured policies
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INNOFACTOR | AZURE STARTER PACK
WHO IS THIS AZURE STARTER PACK AIMED AT?

Deliverables and estimates

▪ Organizations that that want to jumpstart their Cloud journey
▪ Organizations that started their Cloud journey but failed or lacks control
▪ Organizations that want to scale out their on-prem datacenter to the Cloud

✓ Envisioning day
✓ Implementation phase
✓ Handover

✓ Migration planning & next steps

HOW DOES IT WORK?
▪ This Azure Starter Pack is built around proven and standardized concepts where we combine
workshops and education with the delivery of an Azure Landing Zone
▪ During the Envisioning Day, we will discuss and set the scope of the Azure Landing Zone and customize
it to your needs
▪ We will ensure that you get a good handover and help you to plan your long-term Azure plan
▪ The delivery of the Azure Starter Pack is around 4-5 weeks of calendar time

WHAT IS THE RESULT?
▪ A secure, modern and robust Azure environment based upon the combination of our experiences from
the field, Microsoft CAF and industry best practices
▪ The perfect Cloud environment for any company transitioning to a hybrid-cloud or cloud-only way of
working
▪ Education on how to use and manage the Azure Landing Zone
▪ Identifying an initial workload to migrate to the Cloud, as well as creating a long-term plan
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AZURE STARTER PACK | MIGRATION PLANNING & NEXT STEPS
An Azure Landing Zone doesn’t serve a purpose of its own, but it is an enabler for you to adopt the cloud with
the best possible conditions. If you don’t put any workloads in your new Azure environment, it would be like
constructing a physical datacenter without installing any servers.
As the last piece of this Azure Starter Pack, we will help therefor
help you with:
•
•
•
•

Identifying an initial workload to migrate
Planning the migration
Discussing migrations in general
Establishing a long-term plan for adopting Azure
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